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About This Content

Add an additional 72 weapon storage slots. Choose the right weapon for the job, and conquer Raid Mode!

*Content exclusive to Raid Mode.
*Raid Mode is an additional action-focused game mode included with the main game.

*Episode One required to play.
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raid mode weapon storage a

I absolutely love this game. It is a platformer with different versions or modes of the hero with distinct abilities. The levels
always generate as you play so you won't get the same level twice in arcade mode. The only complaint I have is the graphics for
the game\/hero could be a little better. Some of the levels are so tight with where you need to be it puts the original NES
platformers to shame!. It is a very good fitness game! Sometimes my hits don't register, but then I just adjust the gloves and it
gets fixed. I do recommend this game because it does get you moving and has a quality sound track to begin with...
I don't know why, but all the 5's are upside down 2's in the achievements.... I had fun getting into this one. This game is kind of
unique in RTS. I like the way the troops move around the map, it looks visually pleasing despite the age of this game.
If you want something different pick it up on sale. It's a bit old school but it has a flair to it.. edit: So, I bought the full game
anyway. And...it doesn't have most of the annoyances that the demo has. So, don't be fooled!

I've been meaning to get the full game for a while, so was quite pleased to see that they've made a free demo available. I
downloaded it, and was hoping that it would convince me that the full version was worthy of a purchase. That is, after all, the
idea of demos, isn't it?

Well, I'm not so sure now. Sure, it looks pretty, the main character is charming, and it has a lot of potential. But there are some
serious flaws which are making me wonder if the full game is going to be fun, or just an exercise in frustration.

Firstly, the jumping mechanics are awful. Your character "feels" really heavy. Yes, I know that he's a robot, but that's no excuse.
And despite having a health bar, touching liquids is instant death. You'd think that a city populated by robots would be a little
more careful, wouldn't you? Coupled with a lack of save points this means you're going to be seeing the same bits over and over
again.

Secondly, the game can't decide what it is. Once I was out of the apartment I was in a free-roaming 3rd-person adventure game,
with hidden items, optional sidequests and a sense of freedom. Then that is snatched away and you spend the rest of the game in
a very linear side-scrolling platformer with a fixed camera, before finally returning to a free-roaming camera for a boss-fight
that comes out of nowhere and doesn't seem to have ANYTHING to do with what else is going on in the game. You start off
being asked to go and fix the water supply and end up fighting a giant bear by throwing barrels at it. It's death somehow fixes
the cities water supply. None of this makes any sense, and you finish with the feeling that you didn't really have a lot to do with
the success.

Thirdly, the enemies. Why exactly can rats hurt robots? I wouldn't have thought that teeth could do much damage to a lump of
steel. There are also scorpions that literally appear out of nowhere. If you stop and carefully inspect the landscape you can
faintly see an outline of where it's going to appear, but if you're moving, forget it. Just get used to walking into them by accident
and losing a good chunk of your health. This is Rick Dangerous style gaming.

Fourthly, the collectables. You accumulate nuts and bolts as you play. These are found in corners, in boxes, and as rewards for
optional side quests. These are then spent to pass through story-gates and onto the next part of the game. But...the story-gates
always take everything you have. If you have 283 items and the gate asks for 150, it takes all 283. Now...since the collectables
have no purpose other than to allow passage through the gates...where is the incentive to bother trying to collect as many as
possible? They're only going to be taken off you when you finish the chapter...

There are also spelling mistakes in both the in-game subtitles and the achievement text, which suggests a lack of care and quality
control.

I really don't know if I want to buy the full game now, because the demo makes me think it's going to be very slapdash and just
a random assortment of ideas, rather than a cohesive ongoing story with developing mechanics and a well-designed learning
curve.. TL:DR - Yes buy it if you like these Games, Cheap yet fun.

__________________

Mhm, i realy had my doubt about this one, thought the price Tag was just for show.
I was pleasantly suprised by the Game to be honest. Great detail, Armor and Weapon change as you equip, a small Skill and
Rebirth system to advance further later one.
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It is a not an Idle game. It is not a clicker. You fight automaticly, in fact you get nothing to do while the fight is going on. once
the fight is done all you do is set Stats, Skills, melt armor down, equip Armor/Weapon. Off to another advventure.
You cannot idle it, you have to go to the next area by yourself. Kind of weird

Yet is does have a satisfying feeling to it, beating the Area you couldnt before. Yes there is some grind involved, But thats
absolutly expected in this "genre"

Overall i do like it, hours should reflect it. Its a small game, im not quite done yet but soon. Give it a try, its cheap and offers
some entertainment. Maybe there is more beyond - didnt not finish it yet, like i stated.. This game was really fun, I enjoyed
being a pirate and I learned a lot. This game is the correct price.. VERY IMPORTANT NOTE:
Presently this DLC remains only available in Russian, although Steam states otherwise, as of the date of this review. The English
translation is not complete. I cannot recommend DLC that cannot be accessed!

The DLC updates the game to SDTEHO 1.6.0, so if you do not see that on the main menu, this means it is not there.
In addition, there are SUBSTANTIAL requirements that have to be met BEFORE the DLC can be played, if those are not
aware, this DLC is meant to be played LATE GAME, not when the game is activated!

Final critical notes for requirements:
1) Tthe city of Saint-Pierre and the whole of Martinique were SUCCESSFULLY saved from the Spanish invaders ("Defense of
Saint-Pierre");
2) Charles de Mor went on a quest ( "In search of the Guardian of Truth" ) his brother or already found it (OR the main story is
over completely);
3) The French patent and the uniform of the French officer are present, are acquired after "Turtle Soup", or provided if Charles
de Maure initially turned them down. I do not know if you can get a second patent, if you $#@! up.
4) The recommended rank of Charles de Mora for the start of the plot campaign is AT LEAST 25-30 and above.. Good
dungeon crawler, I had fun playing it.
If the mechanisms are simple, the fun was not cut.
Great music and decent graphisms help.
If you want to play an RPG without taking care about food, weight, durability...
all these things that can be boring, give it a chance, you may be surprised.. Minimized 2 is a fps maze game, every place have its
own collection of weapons, a background song, textures and enemies, you need to pick up a ball before completing a level, that
is the main objective, the begining of the game is all medievil in exception of the first level, then the game also offers a survival
zombies chapter witch is very hard to complete because of the low amount of ammo, a future place with a cyberpunk vibe to it
and a black and green place, most of the levels are placed in the medievil, but minimized 1 was a much better game in my
opinion and I can only recommend this one for maze fps entusiasts.

+good soundtrack
+good controls
+pickup and play

10\/10. i think its a great game i just wish the company made more
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it's actually not to to bad i've read most of the reviews before i bought this game and i have to be honest i think that most of
them are true. I dont recommend buying it for 8 bucks at all because overall its pretty boring besides the jumpscares but that
would only be when the ghost kills you because of the noise or because you didnt clean up all the drinks and food people left
behind. i would usually recommend games because i know there not the easiest thing to make but i dont recommend this game
for 8 bucks. buy this game if you think watching grass is fun

p.s if you buy this game i hope it gives you a virus
p.s.s thanks devin for buying me♥♥♥♥♥. The game is fun, it gets a positive review for being challenging and alright for PC
play. I don't personally trust that it's published by a somewhat dodgy bulk key reseller, but this is a review for the developer, not
the publisher. The publisher can enjoy the video instead:

Reviewed in The Steaming Pile #3:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0HBQ7WGSvVE. Very cute game. There are some images that scale badly with high
resolutions (like my 1440p) but a funny game nevertheless. Cool music, nice animations, interesting art. Many upgrades, many
pieces of clothing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIbBZsFvYS8. DOESNT WORK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
OMG! Best moob physics! 11 / 10!

You guys have just finished great (and long) journey and I'm very happy for you! Looking forward to see more!. Worst game i
hav eever played. it was horrible. im shocked to find out there was a lot of disgusting pictures in the video in mid game. i would
not recomend anyone to buy this. it felt like theft of 2 euros. i would remove this from steam. the consept is great tho. it could
have been a great game. but not this way. Thought it was a free to play MK while browsing market. Got my hopes up. :c
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